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1.  The Anthropocene Epoch 
& existential threats

2.  Strategies of no limits 
(Maladaptive narratives & 
beliefs)

3.  Sustainable ‘adaptive’
development for equilibrium



1.
Anthropocene Epoch: The 
‘Machine World’ & ‘Homo 

Deus’ in Overshoot



A Finite Natural ‘Spaceship’



Anthropocene Earth
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“Thinking Globally”



Machine World ‘Spheres’

Memosfera – meaning, culture, language, 
stories invented by humans; religion; ideology
[Cybersfera]

Technosfera – hierarchic social organisation; 
tools & machines; infrastructure; agriculture; 
industry; military



„Invasive” Human Systems
• Political-military-industrial-medical
• Technological, energy & infrastructure
• Financial-economic-commercial
• Social-demographic-cultural-educational

All depend on the Natural World
(Geosphere) but are changing it.
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Anthropocene –
the era of human impact

Great acceleration

1 billion humans

7.6 billion humans

Industrial revolutionAgricultural revolution



Three stages of the 
Anthropocene

1. The Industrial Revolution - 1750 à
[stable Holocene Epoch ends]

2. The Great Acceleration - 1950 to 2010/2030
[Exponential Anthropocene Epoch takes off]

3. The Great Disruption – system breakdown
[Overshooting Planetary Limits] 

(Tipping points, Conflict, Collapse, Chaos) 





‘Development’ of human societies

• In the next 14 years 1 billion extra 
humans 

• Every day 228000 more humans born 
than die.

• Every minute 150+ additional people 
require energy, water, food, and space
on the finite planet



Human ‘Development’ Impact = 
Population x Wealth x Technology



Crucial calculations for 
understanding the Anthropocene

(i)
Exponential doubling rates

• 70 divided by the percentage rate 
• e.g. Poland’s GDP @ 3% = 23.3 years



The ‘Developed’ Machine World





‘Development’ of road vehicles

• 1970      250,000,000

• 2016   1,200,000,000

• 2050   2,500,000,000 (10x since 1970)

Unintended consequences?



Development of energy



Developing consumer society



Tourist Development



Biomass development
(2.7 billion obese by 2025)







Crucial calculations for 
understanding the Anthropocene

(ii)
Global Footprint

• Global hectares per person or nation
• Carrying capacity (+/-)
• Overshoot day/no. of Earths needed



Ecological footprintEcological footprint overshootovershoot
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‘Development’ of Tipping Points
If we want to continue living safely on the planet 
we have to take into account biopysical 
boundaries:

ALREADY CROSSED:
• climate change 
• biodiversity loss 
• nitrogen & phosphorous cycles

NEXT:
• land use





Natural World Threats

1. Pollution of air, water and land 
2. Climate disruption & sea level rise
3. Depletion - fisheries, forests, soils, water
4. Biodiversity and ecosystem losses (the 

planet’s 6th Great Extinction.)
5. Global epidemics of disease 
6. Depletion - fossil energy and minerals



The Anthropocene ‘trap’
EITHER

Keep ‘developing’ and destroy the Earth, our 
offspring and even ourselves

OR
Reverse population & economic development 

(growth) and face poverty, hunger & 
uncertainty

How to redefine ‘development’?



2. 
The story of no limits to 

growth



Making stories from reality



Narratives, beliefs and confirmatory bias

We incorporate new facts into our existing frames 
(worldviews, how we see the world)

Stories frame our narratives which are based on
Values & beliefs about what matters to us 
We ignore facts that don’t fit our existing frames, 

narratives, and values
We confirm our biases by selecting facts that fit



Psychological barriers

• Thinking + ‘Stories’ ≠ Reality 
• Anthropocentrism & self-interest
• Limited systemic, ‘big-picture’ thinking
• Socialised into technophilia = “progress”
• Cognitive dissonance & confirmation bias
• Avoidance of bad news
• Psychic numbing – re: ‘inconvenient truths’





Problem gotowanej żywcem
żaby



Problem of the Power Elite



3. 
A new ‘story’

Sustainable Development 
for Equilibrium



DEVELOPMENT WITHOUT LIMITS:
Exponential human impact

Adaptation

DEVELOPMENT WITHIN LIMITS:
Long-term equilibrium



„Spaceship Economy”

• Adapting Machine World systems to stay
within the planetary boundaries

• Cooperative altruism instead of aggressive 
rivalry; circular, fairer economy (30:1) 

• End of elite power – genuine democracy 
• Goal of One Planet Ecological Footprint (e.g. 

2.7 bn. population?)
• Zero CO2 emissions by 2050

www.case4all.org









Two ‘development’ delusions

• The radical TECHNOFIX BELIEF that 
technology can solve the crisis. 

• The GREEN BELIEF that humans can 
voluntarily lower consumption & adapt to 
ecologically sustainable lifestyles not 
destroying nature.

http://www.bbc.com/future/story/20120615-global-tipping-point





SUMMARY
1. Thinking about inter-connected systems at a 

planetary scale (Anthropocene)
2. Acceleration leading to overhoot of barriers
3. Ecological footprint, overshoot & tipping points
4. ‘Machine World ‘trap’
5. Development as adaptation within planetary 

limits to growth = Safe Operating Space (SOS)
6. Ignorance + Denial + Distraction of Power

„WE ARE THE PROBLEM”



The End

Finish here



“Humanity has, in just two 
generations, overwhelmed 
Earth’s capacity to continue 
supporting our world in a 
stable way”

Rockstrom, J. (2015)



Personal delusion OR 
resilience?

Avoid delusion of progress in the Anthropocene:
• we are all clearly part of the problem not the solution
• runaway technology
• release of fossil fuel energy
• maladaptive psychological human evolution?

But we can still: 
• experience the miracle of life, 
• make life rewarding and meaningful,
• by acting on behalf of others and the planet



France's 2017 Minister of 
Ecology and Social Transition

(Nicolas Hulot)

“The objective is to go from a cowboy 
economy which has no limits,

to a COSMONAUT ECONOMY where, as 
on a space station, where there is no 

waste, everything is re-used … a circular 
economy.”





UN SustainableDevelopment
Goals

• Road map for people & planet
• ‘Human development and dependencies 

on the Earth’
• Development for equity [within limits?]

We did it for the Ozone layer.
Will corporate power and national 

competitive interests trump UN goals?



New goals for self?
• FROM - “me” (ego-centric) 
• TO - “us” (socio-centric)
• TO – “all of us” (eco-centric)

SUFFICIENCY ETHIC
WELL-BEING FOR ALL

SAFE OPERATING SPACE
SUSTAINABLE PLANET



Narrative of Power & Dominance



New action globally

• Zero carbon emissions - cut by half 
every decade (exponential rate of 
decrease)

• Sustainable agriculture & forests (land 
use)

• Massive investment in renewable 
energy, carbon capture & storage

• Maintain ocean and ecosystem carbon 
sink resilience



Anthropocene Education 
Priorities

• Teach a NEW STORY/WORLDVIEW
• Think SYSTEMS COMPLEXITY
• See CONNECTEDNESS & CONSEQUENCES
• From ANTHROPOCENTRISM to HUMILITY
• Nurture ECOPHILIA not TECHNOPHILIA
• Examine BIAS & DELUSIONS
• THINK GLOBALLY; ACT LOCALLY 



‘Development’ of nuclear 
warheads



‘Development’ of plastics



Source: 
IPCC



"Five Habits of the Heart" 

1. An understanding that we are all in 
this together.
2. An appreciation of the value of 
“otherness.”
3. An ability to hold tension in life-
giving ways.
4. A sense of personal voice and 
agency.
5. A capacity to create community.



Stranded assets

• Oil, coal and gas reserves still in the 
ground. 

• Trillions of dollars of assets stranded.
• To reduce CO2 emissions & sustain the 

human habitat, between 60 percent and 
80 percent of those assets must remain 
in the ground.

What will the corporate world do?



Dilemma for educators 
WHEN & HOW TO REVEAL THE REALITY OF:

• THE DOUBLE BIND – lust for wealth & power = self-
destruction & imminent collapse of societies 

• OVERSHOOT due to EXPONENTIAL HUMAN IMPACT

• ECOCIDE promoted by the neo-liberal narrative of 
infinite growth

• IMMINENT CIVILISATIONAL COLLAPSE predicted 
since the 1970s

• ‘TECHNOFIX’ & GREEN DELUSIONS about 
‘solutions’

• PSYCHOLOGICAL DENIAL discounting the trajectory 
of the Anthropocene Epoch into the future



Johan Rockstrom videos

• http://www.stockholmresilience.org/resear
ch/research-news/2017-02-16-wef-2017-
beyond-the-anthropocene.html

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qbbo9
St333Q&feature=em-subs_digest-vrecs







‘Machine World’ Threats

1. Global debt-based financial system instability
2. Increasing inequality in wealth & poverty 
3. Illegal migration & criminal global trafficking
4. Regional ethnic, resource & religious conflicts 
5. Nuclear weapons proliferation
6. Terrorism
7. Urbanization & mega-cities (35>10 million)
8. Cyber-warfare and internet fragility
9. Uncontrolled artificial intelligence (AI)
10. Genetic engineering
11. Egocentric political leaders



‘True environmentalism is using natural 
resources that God has blessed us 
with’

Scott Pruitt, Trump’s Head of the 
Environmental Protection Agency



• nature + technology + regulation = 
prosperity

• nature + technology – regulation = 
plunder


